
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTION 

2011-2012 Mustang GT 5.0 Stock Air Box Cover 2pc 

Part #273030 

 
Parts Included: 

1-Stainless Air Tube Cover 

1-Stainless Filter Box Cover 

1-Adhesive Promoter Pack 

Introduction: This all new cover has been designed to peel and stick directly to the factory air 
tube and filter box. The kit will allow you to utilize the externally efficient cold air box and dress 
it up to a truly custom looking set up. By installing a high efficient filter such as a K&N or any 
other factory high efficiency replacement filters you can enjoy a custom looking high 
performance air filter system at a fraction of the cost. 

Liner info: Your new accessories will come to you with a protective surface liner. Leave this 

liner in place until the installation is complete to prevent finger prints and or possible scratches 

during installation. This liner is required to remain on the part until you are instructed to 

remove it.   



1. The first thing to do will be to thoroughly  scrub clean the top surface of the factory air

tube and filter box to remove any and all road grime and dirt. Then swipe that entire

area with the adhesive promoter provided. This chemical is NOT a cleaner but an

adhesive accelerator and must be used as such in order to achieve a nice strong long

term bond.

2. The next step will be to snap on the cylinder collar to the factory air tube. Simply peel

the red release liner from the inside of the tube and then snap it over. Press along its

length the set the attachment tape. It is important to understand the cover will not

completely contour to the factory tube. That is to say some areas will not attach at all

however the tube will contour pretty nicely leaving you with a nice looking cover

firmly set in place.  Remove the protective liner.

3. The next section will also peel and stick in place only with this section you will need to

tweak the shape of the section so that it contours to the factory air box perfectly. The

cover comes to you pre- shaped however you MUST contour the part further by hand

in order to achieve a nice complete bond. Once you have achieved a nice shape simply

peel the red release liner from the back of the part and then carefully set it atop the

box area pressing firmly along its perimeter to set the bond. Peel the protective liner

to finish the installation.

When it comes to quality chrome trim and accessories, American Car Craft is the brand you can depend on.

https://www.carid.com/chrome-accessories.html
https://www.carid.com/american-car-craft/

